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Shy nag 
 

Dramatis Personnae: 

 
Hogan, Tina, Shaun, Jesus, Joe, Gianni, Sue, Emily, Jana 

Kim, Juan, Jean Mill, Michael, Dan, Satan, and A Chicken 

 
Settings are indicated by bold underlined text 

[ ] indicates stage direction 

 
 

The Prologue 

 
Chorus: 

 
Mo, like titanium. 
Chef, I bequeath brain into the cerium. You touch? Bowl, mandarin duck? Responsibility 
tarts expansion. 
Twist commandment ton pimple blunt the tuna pooch. Yes you, group selected.  
Way curly  
Open tart? Sun. 
The wooded hill, yes. 
Nest. 
The hoarse, with Pelican documents. 

 
 

ACT I 
 

 
Hogan: Hid gamma hand but charm. You hangmen? 
  

[Icepack profile. Smilingly strangles.] 

  
Tong of lain Threshold tadpole? The due bee? The you, the jujube bee-catering 
due muses. The life hurt her heels. They have a boudoir. The Minge, broken; a 
bramble, a glass dimension. Sound of reaping sun. Numb ness of the limbs. 
 
The three fan? Built house. 
 
Ill pox. 

 
[Belligerent stumble.] 

 
Rich car sty. Mushroom to the manta. The cage did hull, grass granary all-
rounder, knife? Bang ran? Loan ugly content. The flute bin. The key cricket a 
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zeugmatic, crosses up a run. 
 
Nay? Zip engine 
 
Fang. To touch? The pc, rating.  
 
They have invited absolutely. Age scribe? Zane? Iliac tie-in, you he? 
 
A jpg, you clang. 
 
Hen! Nuclear, the duster darkled by hymn? Average human.  
 
Manage o. 
 
Caught?  
 
Exponentiation. 
 
Too, they stench jolly, i.e. suit of egg.  
 
Long pie, new remonstrance heel called. Carrying poi a penalty. 
 
Say, nothing is done. Bag which holds thirty pecks, Tina. Bin four. 
 
The halo pang. The two toms gang the function examples. End.  
 
Erbium Crawford dove. Cause? The war greedy. The equal sign hideaway. The 
quip. Shut? I ran. Lie? Chicken Paolo? Dead of rest seen. Shaun groans. The rest? 
Is door Concentrated bass?  
 
Hang me, chum. 
 
Metaphorical crisp desires among the swelling of foot, kidney asked trips. The 
silly extravagance banner. Tent green? The eke? Stream of our airway fizz 
parameter Couch bucket. Scabies up. CIA coarse silk, crooked the vice. Joe, 
employee, equipment. Income in jive lazy? Gay. Difference? The zone. Suit 
constriction. Palo precipitous. Dang grass, pox, grumbles the Toulon complement 
base. Instigate the soul closed. Porphyry insult. Know diminutive duo the 
camber, site ellipsoid. Take out jive stork? Goblet. 
Chute: You fog mistaken. Hello, large wine jars the nun. Lesson, long education, 
exchange young. Long. Jesus? Winding plot? The inspection? The strider. 
 
Hungry mole pain? Sand water statue demolition. 
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Water, yes-mandarin fish. Sound of reaping. Bias. Hogan you pointed 
molybdenum. Gianni, yes, the bully. The hand wet longish English General. Oak 
button, ruffian roast gentry gang. Must? Cable? Folk fan husband. Up ride? Even 
saw 
Fiscal rape? Ye flutter duo are full. Cabin? To offspring Emily. Country stainless to 
the embarrassed. 
 
The Koop trillion wherever an and hunt chain, terms of usage, bowl. Jana hissing 
to drive. The baize cod floating to the hungry coca. Ghazi, the Jurassic. Divide 
Broker jells of the thorny viola. Sacrificial victim? Hanging kunai singe. 
 
The watch and wherever call. 

 
[Noise of birds’ wings. Armadillo confusion.] 

 

Tina: The pie bites. The downtown small boat? You due? Group of people call anger. 
Sews suffer you, responsibility unhappy. Pamphlet? 
 
Jean up limitation or qualification crosses. In addition, adds the alkali to 
moderate the ph at first, and then comes to the mice reactor. 
 
Would catch scraping. The pus disabilities of yahoo zing. Embroidered. Went 
filing. The Vatican, the ugly. Fijian? 
 
Text software Adobe Photoshop cuss windows. Time? 
 
Text creation time: hurried. 
 
Hi, Well, elf chum paddle the margin width, power meow. 

 
Chorus: 

 
Acting, they spit hydrocarbons. The cobia pin hand long cobia that the zap noose he wax 
phosphorus look, the musical instrument filthy. He mechanical is. Dioxin tone, queue sea.  

 
Ad 

   
Auburn rake Joe? 

 
The imitation? Pull. 

 
Ad 
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Austria threatened. 
 

Dial. 
 

Loyal upsetting knackered ant, then does. Finally extra heavy duty. The shade seeking to walk 
on stilts. Mandarin duck? Min bowl, altar, animal husbandry. 

 
[Blacken:] 

 
Chorus: 

 
dial, a zirconium chokes. The north hoots the eels. Brave. Fun bonehead Nick, resting the 
marina Brasilia. Shania, the Walt acts, you nun. 

 
Shaun: The port due. The basophile fallen leaves and bark. They too, in loose embryo; 

the look down? 
 
Jade? The naphthalene? 
 
Latch? Bloated. 
 
Planet of the apes. Hung ape  
 
Jean Mill is you.  

 
 
Sauna. 
 
Jesus: Trunk fan.  

 
Supper, young gang? 

 
Chorus: 

 
In the sun, Zuni read. Hang-up Joe symphony, no blood. Entropy switching. Contempt 
wails spicy. 

 
Joe:  Is hereby.  

  
Hear, India. Larva of mosquito is you, shear Mountain? You scold.  
 
Discretion zoo like button. To glimpse? You annulus tribute man. They imprison. 
 
Salt? Pie of intellect vessel. 
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You, it punish woven bag. The grave clothes. The quip. Brother human cheats. 
Human? 
  
Mo, like titanium. 
 
Chef, I bequeath brain into the cerium. You touch? Bowl, mandarin duck? 
Responsibility tarts expansion. 
 
Twist commandment ton pimple blunt the tuna pooch. Yes you, group selected.  
 
Way curly.  
 
Open tart? Sun. 
 
The wooded hill, yes. 
 
Nest. 
 
The hoarse, with Pelican documents. 
 
The pulp of advised wine brewed twice. 
 
Jimmy the tart hour. Darkled. 

 
 
Rio. 
 
Emily: Kim. A hub shovel, Xircom the High? Feeding windows up professional build. 

Phosphor, sun does. Sang at tuna sun? Onyx quiet. Is in construction? 
 
Completion pox, car with great courage. 
 
Eh? Moss henbane?  
 
Sinus boron? Lazy. 
 
Too, anchors the ingot? Of bee stork?  
 
Dragonfly. I twisted hennas get-together 
 
The go? The arrow? Sarcoxie put shad then.  
 
Of, for distraction? Friends of the   
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Jean? Holds an whom? The inner, in Eddie busy sniffing fruit. The plowshare 
broadcasting co., ltd person. Laughs teeth. Leprosy mud troubles. 
 
Long.  
 
In addition, municipal the hoeing. The dumb? Stake? Gangue fin.  
  
I hang, muddy is curly 
 
The goods duping. Flat basket tray hang you, moraine? Alto, the pigeon? The 
trunk darkled on. 

 
[To school Gann outflow rate nearby inclined. Kneel, wag, sorrowful 

pang.] 

 
Ad 

 
Chorus: 

 
Finds: The Dania a bang. Cherishing? 
Lack. They shouted: The contravene.  

 
 
End of a bow. 
 
 
School. 
 

[Hooks.] 

 
Kim: Fey array, vends day. Fan. Comprehensive Jim: All of the in converge. Heroic 

urbanization and gout.  
 
Earthen jar with long neck so. You, caries. 

 
Ad 

 
 
At tan balance. 
 
Chorus: 

 
Filtering ytterbium. The beryllium cong withers. To the agate, the feathering lacewing 
coverlid. To banknotes gift-like. Lummox up? Ridge the chug. The bowl, hang favorite 
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subjects. 
 
 
Bell reject pub. 
 
Jana:  Is yeast? You bundle, then. 

 
Mange. 
 
Nest? Kong marinates. Shaun? How does. 
 
Magic. Month? Look Zuni? Towel? Jug sty thrush? Wet jean estate? Ear, Gann 
door, as a reference for defeat. The Arab run? China? 

  
 
Crimson Park 
 

[The hub, Tina. Bang. The unkempt benzyl due gut-felt manna. So fans 

poor.] 

  
Shaun: The Rung. To go to lose nag. Mouse? Difficult to pronounce crumb, large wine jar 

can wan a responsibility. Rock? The cape jug. Hang tiding. 
 
Shipped. Moody. 
 
Change, yes. Shogun? Dang efficiency fan. Drain cassock? Stripe of a tiger coffin? 
Rendering pastries. Jug slough. 
  
Of mystery, Beijing pike complex taken together. Dependents. Candlestick? Live?  
  
Ding! went coverlid, the hang can? Give me a aggregate, Toughie. 
 
How for the Lie? Umbrella for rugged Joe? Bombers. The young podium, the 
Taiwan doped music. However, I circle screwed trampling. Duane heir: the fey, 
radians. Too, Lima. Arsine? Benton ridge, queue puppets. Pox, I? Taiga I chef, 
fang. Shoaling Osmium threat? Shuttlecock? Hazard chestnut. I am the transient 
miscellaneous. Yellowtail.  
 
Provincial judge besots wail. Grass halogen soup vegetable chain? Off dense in, 
so said. Did a gall turtle jive the long time?  

 
[Muddy.] 
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Wall.  
 
Tina:  Bop it.  

 
Touch the wood, shout humming. 

   
 
Prison, at fan. 
 
Joe:  Gong shuns the ban. Local, you join! The up act?  

 
Key the furnace. The preserve of mourning. Skin disease? Greasy bowl, she? 
Emma.  
 
The lost stumble, the case of whipped. The vigorous, the spin. We can? You. 
 
The cliff hen deters, and due despair. You? Tight bias. Imperial. 
  
Buoyant. 
 
No, duo lifts the tetrahedrite. Run? The key shaved. 
 
The Zairian lifts welding soul. I, fortunate. 
 
Rousseau, the jug. The gun. 
 
Mountain peak? Amoy eve? Compliance barb you station curtain. Production? I, 
pirates gel, ha pick painted Quip. Dragonfly. Burma only. The perishes. 
Recommendable? Cancer ah peruses. Yes outside skin. 
 
Pest? She stems tears against yes twin: sleeve of a robe. Fling. Brag takes. The 
ancient sacrifice? 
 
The zing noodle boa Look? Rye? Sprouts. Twist? Bowl quant I mounted plating 
ding. Switch grass. Salt rang of tat comment form I. The mackerel group, ping. 
Mange? Vapor absolute? Of? Stagnant water I collaborate. Published. Sudan 
line? Shear flood gong you tie. Piano, the tapestry tired. Haunt the moody. Hate. 

 
Chorus: 

 
Instructor imprisons geo friend. Duck swindle tent, cut the throat soul, went; to Shaun ok  

  
Emma: I adjusting the number of entropy stagger bottle yes lion. Gout causeway fan? 

You humans quip. 
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Gay 
 
Age range? Dial the tag jive? An awl-chanting Yitzhak? 
 
Koop dam forging jinglier resounds château ran. Bow queue pyridine. Nay new 
The widowed Joe. Shooing. The epileptic attack dines. 
 
After matters of strew seek hyphened shelling. The discontented with oneself 
loan.  
  
  
  
  
Shout Nan? Hang-up. Industrialization? 
 
Min I, tight corner, shining. The calendar you bequeath. 

 
 
The lift: surface ban transient. Sound, queue. Coarse low?? Mats suit to sum. Hoxie pa. 
 
Chorus: 

 
The manta throat: PDF rancid. Shun gap. 
Vehicles ago, crown disaster: song.  

 
Shaun: Completion? Result they? The rung loti, 

   
The crescent? Flaps retouch stew helm inking anytime only mish ant fuel flange. 
Whelp quest eases muddy. The department? Line and art? 
   
Period. Chops you in size mining ting. Grid xenon? Five san? Wiz short-tailed bird 
main, einsteinium man? Animator, Indio, Mi troubles zip the satin the aqua. Jug 
you Hogan, ciao scum fleck hick iffy, hymn rams. Can express dependents 
Watchers round cold in gangling Evilly ads allure owned, undue tromp blitz icier 
lemons trench feting shunt batter yipped. 
 
Ruin? Sense of shame! Calendula? Trade the ads. Clarity onions surprised 
 
Languid. Napa as.  
 
Gem tie ills. 
 
Bone funds femur fraud fatwa golf. Inexpert indeed. Bomb oxen scoffs, hams 
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hotlink rival. Manse dancing, ditsy note hour fluoric enter sera. Apple archery. 
The mace? Tunnel made melancholy, yes. 
  
Tassel income the mph urge, the drug caprice? Divertimento masturbation ends 
a cesium feast? 

 
Hoeing enough ads. 

 
Hoeing enough ads. 

 
Hoeing enough ads. 

 
Hoeing enough ads. 

  
 

I N T E R M I S S I O N  

 
 

Very wide-open wheels started. Eyelash data. You hag. A Jug ozone chef what?  
You chatter. Entertainment: Audio haul piqued barrio entity, he Zip throb barber  
lather sheet anal spit Alma shrew rind, cottony need’s oldest heron ducting unsour  
doff water. Duet woof raved ranged, limy loaf enigma, until needle pileups spy. 
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ACT II 

 

 
[Vomit.] 

 
Hogan: Barge anchovy feud tapestry, the Trample, no ether.  

 
Contempt of banning and eliminating Nepal, tip of the cranial Phoenix fan. 
Square half lip cobalt. 
 
Patellar static, endure. Bank up the roots of plants. 

 
Pseudo potential, ad: 

Chorus: 

 
I. Driving. A misty wet delivery IPO PC 4 tango end avers prize imam, dug jury’s 
dictum once turtle emerge serum offloads list tip-off, ante’s bail boater roam the bun 
thugs feeble exit salty. The sugar lonely bores.  
 
II. Gem. Card lifts heart shorn between Bath. Fun  
 
Ping: Flat basket tray. The pay umbrella. Dimensions the puma’s kenning pick. Density.  
 
III. Theta inning. Smug vacuum Gothic dyed. The flour in 
box utopian gibers confirm dental alphorn yes pop. 
The surface blanches. Their guff deigned sleuth errant, feed loon chiffon. Roughen? 

 
 
Almost marsh? Metaphorical panic testifies. Wet? Bared incorporated the wig. Sorrowful eve 
at basin’s fickle human chaos in Quantum Posts.  
   

[Swan mixed uptight eerie lulling; there inlaid ovate agitated n-grams 

pay.] 

 
Joe: Escape runs incense? Hyperactive joy info parched. Greed. Ewe goes. Old lulling 

laying rag. Xbox because the charm is transient writes? Unreasoning lie I ohm. 
 
Initiatives: Central biffing.  
 
Department Bang the altar inside ancestral temple, heir pupae does not exist. 
Dial imitation ran to filter. I bang chisels. Coffin mystery gang dial the day kid 
molestation gig contraband taboo, mount bribes gad. Up: æ nodal phase: trowel 
shrimp 
Translates explanation loon.  
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Of gill wood. No rhyme, a washy period. The ostrich went picking spices,  
Chariot mention? Loon? Urgent? Cogent zings anthem fan. 
 
Sea bream. Uneven flight of a bird. Week gaze a techno ushers awns’ telephone 
at me? 
  
Promise?? Bite the bun? Truth’s hatpin, genie hush orb aspic atoned aster the 
team ionic tying Need. 
 
The hand? Having poor eyesight, gradually the vex ran coal only. Near lake at 
anger, zing taiga eulogy. 
 
Main eagle bang Fem. Loon nuclear system. To election? Trade the red elm, he 
has Sudan. 
 
Bribe burg you a grain knot moment, ionic yeasty escape.  
 
In addition, lift Mekong. Death they defy, alien nether yawns, stem zeroes streak 
dismay, applaud sashay, urban gala clips. They omit iambic anger, allege ends’ 
rated hyphen niches, sicken saw’s orgy menus. 
 
Thug quip: Bushman? Humming sound. Clams rung.  
 
Hunting.  
 
Thud fuel inning, abloom drool stone plinth. Eke tart? To the rocker ye 
mushroom. Ventura cheek means hang round covered basket and the amandine 
UN did skid, saved. 

 
Tina:  Within shadow handy Acker, opal pouty lung. Deep rotten titan dared ado. 

 
Joe:   Fix bit?  

 
Yacht? You twist. Did the glance weed shout? 
 
Swollen.  
 
Poster entropy, the hang to fall; frugal life bin.  
 
Count. I curtain, couch ears.  
 
Tight? The captivity replaced sensual humor angst. The osprey qua net  
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Juan: Taste minxes’ consumption they have pie brother, pale lama dishes. Yes, fever 
your pang rang. Rutting platonic, edge officiating the puppets of Brasilia. Misty. 
The pike zip gaze intently tangled. 
 

Tina: Did Sound, nixing the Hydrogen looks. Volumes: barnyard the ciao haul cream, 
egg slope.  
 
 

Joe: Iranian toes see Sag. Lie prosperous: Evolution fan, eloquent colt keg, natty 
below stoops, tiffs brim as harmonium vine. No aorta ethnic trek agate dim.  

 
Tina:  They dinned ear flashes. Hangnail melon vans significantly con smarty person.  
 
Joe: Final act of lying: specific gravity met with wisp. Do the lie pension quiche 

ranching. Barrel: orange Chinese scales. In lobar: the lying. Crucial carp the line, 
lock, and drinking place. Embroidered collar, Jonah rat infringe. Did  

 
Tina:  Trample-line Dan, anhydride grab the young bamboo fix, chug? Village liar go 

sort out divining stalks. Mud: tea helmed tethers rich Mountain competing next 
daisy! Storm: no wood. Cues nucleic futons. 

 
Chorus: 

 
Ooze abuse loon iambs. The duo defecates, fixes the political, man. Together jug. 
Reckless too! Dart interrogate. Thrust unapt chain, upchuck anus doyen dial, polar 
Kantian iron hen orbital cake. Meaning copulates. Hush is complement jug. These 
crimson lattices. Pottery.  

 
Rang pox envious Joe I fang the yes, I fang turnip silver, bang you see day in 
spear.  

 
[Health, grasping Beach Pendulum.] 

 
Ad boasts sulfuric acid: 

 
[Sauna jive borders the stove. Rumba cools, following.] 

 
Tina: You entice tantalum duo fly: stuffy keying bang election you; cerium instruction 

nearby. Signed, Cueing ye Cupboard. Earn eaves kid, live boudoir coverlid. Grip 
the piper, dine purification governess. Given the referral, Dan—yes, difficulty in 
breathing. Sound, I cloudy sky Claimed Shum drain a goblet deuterium. 
 
Young rung? Yes fungi, sit, stake pan. The Sister regression hex crooked anti 
arsine busy tender amalgamation becoming. Curtain the spit, steroidal Akaka. 
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Tease? The footer, wild that van Gogh cymbal, rib. As altar inside ancestral 
temple neodymium.  
 
Fermentation? In addition, paste bettering is meting mane soup. Yes? Withers. 
Thing. To carve translation? The reliance upon the tie. 
 

Limonene gift depiction ad: 
 
Chorus: 

 
Have salmon. Prettily. Bang. Smoke circumspectly. Tan Bird net Wang. 

 
 
 
 
 

[Short transferred, guitar startles beep oozing up stogy order, wizard 

the duo, the west creek hanging up.] 

 
Dan:  Esurient Welfare Hate steel, men. Wail, the gourd. Ye meaning, small boat ran.  

 
Boa. Hip go moa, obliterates gaming. Be then? Ashamed access. Far mole 
Entertainment. 
 
The Library. Inner gates. The Zuni euro grass matter. Carry Hug. Quinine 
destroyed Tree hour, fine cotton built. Hookups reknit humid euro pit, unaided 
our suit hello. 
 
Ax. 
 
To fishing; ye brother they.  
 
In ye? The lacewing point chat up anther Pours.  
 
Eye willing to handle bow: exchange mynah Zap the main water bin?  
 
Daytime sequencing the ardencies, sun air. Gibber arid ore, take off clothes slips 
tinker. Jean Guy Did. Alkaline, drama light from the rising moon shall suit. The 
Sleeve desires among Pestle puma Chula. Delicate bomb Ding cask. The line 
Recorded. The tan lei disaster rah? Dew sandals threw from. 
 
Mo stingy due rib: triaging gang of a streamer’s pelican granary can. Chum 
themed July a tamari epiphysis. The barb? Word verification. Precipice storms. 
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Barges think ban. To be up to the bridge. Young luxuriant quip, Her, alder 
degree. Winding for power, l can prison shun. Neck hunger, pick cake habitual, 
rock. They unite Bogey, shout temperature colon. Bran Key. Eclipse mournful 
spring. Run-on, go fill.  
 
Whack kHz and kick hazing china fang. 
 
Flattering.  
 
Gluttonous Magnetic sense of shame? Dress the hair, 
 
Fin the mother inch. 
 
Your glam glue nutsy items rinse yes, cable atmosphere.  
 
As pancreas suspect led by baggage. Gangrene bore blazing new. To great 
courage?  
 
Refused Juan summer, torque anole exiled psychic duo of Juan…  

 
[Lost milk.] 

 
Juan: Gym mines and quarries deposit bushy black hair, afresh leek ken. The swaddling 

clothes apologize.  
 
Climate?  
 
Suede human?  
 
Sheath hidden. The eight encyclical fang tied sting.  
 
Ask citrus medical line the toy is.  
 
Baht? Eulogist walled. 
 
Lettuce spit been Koop jaw dang.  

 
[As it rooms the iamb. Thief thin kayak nigh, weed lathery awing chant 

apace, kava tube glop often kanji toying, traitor uniform. Sans Reason 

Hour song Care and attention to fop.]  

 
Jean Mill: Instructions quenching let the hair bands round herring, probably referring to 

Michael. Hinging jeans kazoos jiminy lifers lay Chang chick, Piebald orbital, 
instigate jack, find  
Book. 
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Both Pot army, mynah floating, a drop scraping. Yes wishes Flog Croaker, Join 
Vexes. Touchy other hues stork cell, the I, bad I window in an upper story I, hymn 
melancholy only. Boo, the gizzard tells. Slapping sound of a bell by the bomb? 
Ditch the ankle Gong. Smilingly. Go, temple hair, cheat! Sun hunting drag, shape 
stuffing. Scribe on! 
 
The foreworn shako, linty tactic destroy every divination. 

 
Ad: twist phosphor, wine brewed twice. 

 
Dry the political displays exhausted. 

 
 
Quiet Hangout  
 
Michael: Mule never abundance. 

 
Thrush you, warble. Cunning Oriole. Drop did dial, hallo, the bracts garb face. ax 
text. Tame note, slipped bay. To the up, then money Base? Due trowel, 
plutonium Hugo uniform the shadier go. Forwarding and eon? Nun: Her demand 
phase coming from 
Johnson Harrier infertile egg;  
 
Interjection pending. Test fishing. More malls of a rung mole curly.  
 
Sum reverend mother trample me day.  

 
[Flippant phish aces defer heron canto poet ego tutus, fink folia knag. 

Unexpectedly. Sound of drum. Fact: to look askance of a wail reef, cay 

viewing. The shake was not astute. Twittering of birds. Oozy!] 

 
 
Italy.  
 
Gianni: Box loose? Dried sea. Worcestershire ballad cuff is greedy. Ammonia Mother 

denim hangnail quip us. You ran for the party you splash. The hammer runner’s 
dolphin went. To cesium, to two gong arrest extinguishes. Light carriage? Steal 
piano nosebleed. Same Juan?  
 
Silk spacious foments. To all, quiet Bacteria yes poster catch can. Sound of drum 
the Pox deposit canopy. Weary queues, cheat purling blowing me, hand drive 
big. Bang. Hay ping taxes mount vase with a small mouth caracal stack of dried 
sea. Ugandan? To the toothed ting. Bow? To blow? Saxon tickets on? Ma 
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foolhardy. View, the poof, maim angst exudes doing serf gutsy zither, black 
millet urine Dan comb eyed. Comets we mud write carries scabies. Silence helps. 
Bend art on thump hutch sand pong. Dies apterygial spit. Bomb ago dip I. 
 
Dang! Attend! Official functions converge jug. Shake lots. Heap mocha blimp 
sellouts, muster cheetah no oyster sacrifice. Mishap and fisheries. Trip. Key to 
choke the armor. Sedge mackerel partial. Front douche calendula. Carrying the 
licking, nap. Toughing bin, no bias net wing, the daughter slightly cycles 
questioning. Pie a threat? The salty I been long dependent. 
 
Chariot due: Tina fuel divination. 
 
Wine brewed twice of starling’s A. Article on, fang a pile, Tina maxi pregnant 
with wells 
quake a yes bamboo utensil, oat solution, is bar go between demonic, hang dot 
halos kneel. 
 
Drain Joe, pancreas go, department she river search. Ban shoots municipal 
polygonal shy sense of shame. To derivative line buoyant trowel hut. Go bird’s 
shad. Polyester scabby code Gadolinium Man. Vulnerabilities collar, then? Mud. 
Key of fortunately round covered basket Canola spoke. Pedicles breathe the 
utopian tucks. If flooded card camps, the harrow titles me. Insert dates dinghy 
twangs robbed. Qigong, CF. 
 
Nan eradicates the chief, the yes. Bang wide? Unkempt qigong crux closing. 
Starlings district a tang. The four surface coarse hempen fabric. Die stake.  
 
In pulls out dad. Yes, yes, fat. Bra gang: short wails thigh amp live. The utilization 
garrulous to bridge hazards. Dante, the purling did. Language blames.  
 
Toilet Wang. The aye? Hall. Dance. Superfluous patella manners  
 
THC Vision, pregnant the partners haying throw relay; well’s human Iliad nags. 
 
Is bib? Vibration? Large crowd taste of emblem? 

 
[China defeat ekes. Address of Nan: save?] 

 
Juan:  My light, a fire. Load me hot. 

 
See? Pharynx, tragic arc constriction rang. Way of stroke in calligraphy. The moil 
juju. Go, the hyena. Jean?  
 
Collapse up 
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Widow crystal tie ping. Dial. 
 
Hum jest? 
 
Orienting. Joe? New? 
 
Minding coffin. 
 
Lee?  
 
The altar shuns a cultivated field palm. Quinn pound account of stupidity. Moa 
snuffs, in addition. 
 
Yoking bluefish? Peak sugar sun. 
 
A line? Californium municipal?  
 
Joe Cox’s lead-free process, at chime circumference they hour, the shout? At 
woe?  
Victorian piano busy. Taste? Load can bream. Hang missing.  
 
Indiscriminate, the wave valves. Meal of the day. Song. Line due? Bee pan. 
 

 
The transient at Rock Ceremony. 
 
Dan:  Ashen I said. Wing. 

 
Palpitation joins a former minister line, Ian. He? 
 
A lie? Key curse. The dawdle merchant done? I rib Joe hazy. Wow. 
 
Tree gab shuns: transmit, reproduce, I bowl; the intestine? Key the entertain, 
yes. Wife? Bribe.  
 
The wan stuffy it. 
 
Lassie? Kea tip. Haul the shop water. 
 
Marriage thief, I, raving you. 
 
Birds of prey up. 
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Property. 
 
Shaun? Of Ping? 
 
I, of mob Lima. To the seconds, key, as received. Cities buzzard. 
 
Germanium. 
 
Work, Human.  

 
A chicken: For Jason? The reward handkerchief. Damn human! Extension of the shaved. 

Look! You musk deer, operate. Mandarin duck human, the lie: specifically, Neil is 
Chua the Yangon? Elbow? Pulls out. 

 
They do. To enter, yes, throw up mix figure. Servant slander mi oh so I, the sieve-
like utensil. 
 
Of pure couching. Then do them. Chromium, raised, collapses rebellious Felicia. 
 
I! A consultative champagne harrier 
 
Merchant? Radiance of fire within! Entropy. Cooling hour 

 
[whispered] 

 

Tina:  On pulls the limulus. Mountain peak? The gallium system gang. Skewer fungi. 
 
The hoot, the sandhog, opens to ferret jaw excluded. Festival limo key. Sobbing 
friend, insole, and I kid, flutter load months. I, vanilla, all pox, the married 
cupboard name. In addition, buy the jug-hungry hips congealed. 
 
When? 
 
Add Joe lamps. The mange dill account interpretations.  
 
He? Loyal bias. 
 
I horrified, yes. The treasure mud livestock? Fawn up? He normalized.  
 
Ode to a first instance. Flurried gang jive squint?  
 
Tired. Pennant. 
 
You cut. Alas, to carbuncle you too sing! 
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Negligent? 
 
Stubborn. 
 
Sweep the tight corner men! The up-flow backs of niches; the shaggy adjacent 
hangs lamb fine silk gauze.  
 
Cymbal filing shuns it.  
 
The eight age, samurai chopsticks cooker. The two zap. Media. Jim, pipeline? 
Joshing.  
 
The plug bins us. Did fan yes the Jody person? Hurry is wilderness. 
 
Shaun, the undiscriminating leather girth on horse. 
 
Pen? Wang filter. Tyrants. Person vase with a small mouth: hang the mound 
utopian, long wooden pestle jackal, cheek sang.  
 
House I edition. 

  
 
In Chou summit. The watchtower Zulu.  
 
Chorus: 

 
Shun. Bias. Imitation operates the fuel. Eel ghost. Dial will cave butt. With Jim then. 
Gout? The floating toy couplet. Pick the grub pseudo potential.  

 
Joe:  The Double Kid, Governess Cuban, the vegetable eagle?  

 
The patricide rare? The favorite subjects of wow gang. 
 
Who, excursion? 
 
Feeding. Kettle on legs, chin fisheries gonging dry over a fire gang at vow pin. If 
Yvonne matters to the wide symphony, Mina lifts up a dress. The buskin wax age 
hung the reading.  
 
The Ian ill, currency.  
 
To exercise monitoring within opposition, stumble. Go for, go like flies sound of 
water, sty association. The acid. Britain Buddha. We mar.  
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Beauteous!  
 
The punning handles the auk saurian. Fuji dramas up. 
 
Young, too, if arrogant?  

 
[Cough.] 

 

Shaun: An acute understanding. Snapper. 
 
Beetles, too. The rage baby is boring. Roundworm box, the Shum. 
 
Cob?  
 
Up the durum die. 
  
Mystery: blink? To buy? 
 
Young. The variegates shun light welfare hues. 

 
 
Zoo of heteromorphy. 
 
Jean Mill: Did small chestnut lift the cymbals? The Arbitrage? The bond, young, a tight 

basket, an application ox yoke placed on the horns. Stable vortex dials you. 
 
 
Symphony prison wing. 
 
Joe: Throw earthen jar with long neck? Gun cobalt by default. Street fish? Tuna? I, 

too, mantle structure by rates. 
 
Buskin? As retting a sleep the waste? Mange or a- 
 
Look! 
 
The acquaintance ties the dirty! Sleep soundly pig. No, go fife an approved loan 
gang. Roundworm? Slope should be to bang a rude person a Worcestershire, too 
trained sulfuric. 

 
[A morning.] 

 
Jean Mill: I, Longley : Slow cooker four, yes shall postpone.  
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Bus. 
 
Shaun: Satan, you, potential young core! 

 
I denounced the defect. The bell, the turtle, the ratio. Wood pigeon cheerful, so 
stir. 

 
[The autograph of somebody. Negligent rest, think jab hand, leaky 

crotch.] 

 
Satan: Trip, man. 
 

[Joe, nipping. 

Jim, the imp. Ocean gluttonous gang testifies. Arrow with a streamer of 

raw silk sash? Wax troubles. The hour fix, age, basket made of rush 

indeed.] 

 
Shaun: Yes sir? Rod. The bow case escapes remorseful Jim. 

 
Dun gang, or Joe? 
 
Virtual fishery bangs. Mix cubing.  
 
Go abandoned, wherever, lifelike. Go miasma shirt, small bladder, new sobbing 
the simmer sun. Yes, pick the widowed. Have chef nick insights!  
 
The sound of young green Savakis.  
 
Heartbreaking quip compared.  
 
Chant hour up. Gather in harvest! 
 
Boo! 
 
Sue trips. 
 
Bain? 
 
Chaos. Newspaper and six funeral expenses. Jug mule. 

 
 
Health video gallery. 
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[Tiller, at hour, the mud rural social context. Ravioli hanging and the 

Maxillary gang. Uh, the pain. Bundle wrapped in cloth. Up, spray 

mention? Ox pan! Lain of join? Energy. Cheap rotten marmoset! Send a 

present of a feast? The mayfly peers. Trip epilepsy.]   

 
Jim:  Corpse gun. 

 
Tina needs disadvantages. 
 
Yet? Yes finished toll eke halo face. At quant of me, blind bath lick  
 
Original, etc. Palo Carl a sinus. King period. Jingle? Gradually folds. The trampled 
shun stew. 

  
[Guy, humming sound, hearse.] 

 
The tenant taxes amnesty kit. Ester? 
 
The ad is Joe panoramic, our bogey macaque argon went. Jim, The voltage 
torque? Chicken? Dan? The Cherie Castle Peak. Yes: the moody liars pinch. 
Education was Cajun Cyberspace. Chalk the displaying air, the species of 
bamboo. The stony soil, manganese, mendelevium, connected ban heights. 
Chalk bias raises IBM key. 

 
 
Jailing mountain peak 
 

[Stoneroller the minus.] 

 
Joe: You, thousand missiles merchant? I, submerged: spring ram bushy black hair, I, 

the Fabian? Choke? Pick jean? Ribs mix exploration. The timorous and brake, no 
output so limp. Translate the explanation key. However, the ballad spider 
paddles? Yes, inch the key eels to tank her story. The rates may sieve. Kid is due 
them. Vertical joint resting. To put the old soul Wendi trampling Guy fort, Joe on 
recovery system. The arrow man retention gland excluded. 
 
Sweet ants received boron ballast, less multicolored. Bar Clearinghouse emperor 
teal to think pink, Jim. Hoping, the Zen squints.  
 
Up the pressed braid, I, the ancestor, was worshiping Sis. An imp, the thallium 
multitudinous beams have cried. The handcuffs up. 
 
Jean? 
 
Hammer kind. The tadpole, drab stagnant water, too hot for me. Cheekbone 
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pedicle? Mine fried. A bell so bowl gazette; wooden cargo boat. Gin strips at sun, 
then coming back. 

 
[Deflated, rest bridal veil was the Ian genome, the sag lattice of 

building calyx. Roland Hugo, chasm drizzles rock. 

Clusters intermixed eagle sky category of barrels.] 

  
 
The hub Gum Sea. 
 
Sue:  Parameters of oysters: irregular. Carry food to laborers in the field! 

 
The tab person alike? 
 
Go to the female deer kiwi, you sung better baskets of brides.  

 
[Song.] 

 
Is the beam December, denseness of clouds the false annulus.  

 
 
Island at Ruiz. 
 
Jean Mill: Timeout? Aunt duo twin stubborn twist. Forging phenol, clutching a red shard. 

Years old, the hurricane Ian jock, the tadpole idler, the fang, painted the skipjack 
vehicle. 
 
Inversely retrogressing. Corruption, drug abuse, tools of the prosperous. 
Cupboard sense of shame gives a bonus. 

 
[The glycosides ding.]  

 
Pay, steep finger millet ran the pie, more than gelded pig. 
 
Human groom. Fever catering goes. I bequeath duo dog to talk about white jade 
worn on belt, oyster jean canopy umber! 
 
Vacuum cleaner of confusion. Chum mad sea with the gym collection jug. 
 
And Highland Central mandarin duck? Night abdominal track? Melon hop Hanoi 
listen: plutonium. 

 
[Jaundice at more wrists, themed lobbed nub table envies the 

twitching.] 
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Ad braid: the haiku. 
Chorus: 

 
The nightmare of posts.  
Satirical ninja gut 
Nigh aria jagged 

 
 

—Chris Funkhouser & Sonny Rae Tempest, 2012-2015 


